As it is well known, the Kalman filter (KF) provides an efficient computational tool to estimate the state of a process, minimizing the mean squared error. By allowing the estimation of past, present and future states, even dealing with some uncertainty in the process model, the KF presents a very good solution in state estimation. This work will deal with the design and the implementation of this powerful and important tool for the control engineering students in an easy to set-up laboratory environment. For that purpose the LEGO NTX robot is proposed. With this motivating tool the students can implement different estimators, like a velocity and acceleration observer of the robot wheels, or an observer of the position and orientation of the robot, and analyze different alternatives and solutions. 
INTRODUCTION
The Kalman filter (KF) is a powerful solution for the case of controlling systems that could be time varying and have several inputs and outputs, minimizing a quadratic function of the states and the control signals and where the states as well as the measurements have Gaussian disturbances. In this case, the KF acts as an optimal state estimator that minimizes the variance of the state estimation error. The principles about its design are broadly described in different books and scientific papers, like (Bozic, 1994) (Brown and Hwang, 1996) , (Julier and Uhlmann, 1997) , (Grewal and Andrews, 2001) , (Simon, 2006) , (Welch and Bishop, 2007) .
However, despite the KF is a very effective and useful estimator for a large class of problems, sometimes it is difficult for the students to understand and apply it and to know how to design it.
In general, in control engineering, practical work is of high importance to understand the complex coherences between system-structure, controller types and technical realization problems as filtering, discretization and delays (Valera et al, 2005) . But, in this particular case, the practical work results very illustrative.
In order to help the students in this goal, there are a lot of complete laboratory experiments of all thinkable types sold by companies or built themselves by many universities. However these experiments use to be quite expensive and, so, the number of students per experiment ratio uses to be high. This paper proposes the use of LEGO Mindstorms as a platform for doing practical work with KF. In this sense some applications are presented where the use of the KF is very suitable for the proposed problems.
A brief description of the KF theory is presented in the next section. In section 3, the KF equations are algorithmically described for being implemented in a mobile robot. In section 4, the implementation of different KF for improving the robot measurements are shown. Finally, some conclusions are drafted in the last section.
THE KALMAN FILTER THEORY
As it is well known, the KF provides an efficient computational tool to estimate the state of a process, in a way that minimizes the mean squared state estimation error. There are several variations of the filter (see, for instance http://www.cs.unc.edu/~welch/kalman/), but this work is focused in the application of two of them: first the KF in its standard formulation for a linear system, and the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) which is the extension of the KF to nonlinear processes.
Consider the linear, time invariant, discrete time system with noise:
where n x   is the state vector, u u  is the input vector and m z   is the measurement vector. w k , v k represent process and measurement noises at time k. They are considered to have an independent, white, normal probability distribution with zero mean. The exact values of w k and v k at time k are normally unknown but it is assumed the knowledge of the covariance matrices, Q k and R k respectively (assumed to be constant).
The KF goal is to estimate the state x k of (1) based on the knowledge of the system dynamics (linear model), the disturbance characteristics (covariance matrices) and the availability of the noisy measurements z k . This filter will minimize the effects of w k and v k in the state estimation. The operation of the KF is shown in figure 1 
The a priori and a posteriori estimates of the error covariance are expressed in (4) (where the operator E represents the expected, or average, value).
The a posteriori state estimate ˆk x is expressed as a linear combination of the a priori estimate ˆk x  and the estimated error, which is the difference between the actual measurement z k and the measurement prediction ˆk
The termˆ
which reflects the discrepancy between measurements and predicted measurements to update the a priori estimated state.
Here the gain matrix K is chosen to minimize the a posteriori error covariance P k and it is determined by a probabilistic approach using error and noise covariances. Just in order to better understand the KF application, an outline of the Kalman gain derivation is sketched (a complete development can be seen, for instance, in Simon 2006 and Bozic 1994) . The minimization is done by substituting (4) in e k (2), and then the result is substituted in P k (3). As already mentioned, minimizing (4) with respect to K the optimal filter gain K is obtained as:
This equation needs the value for the a priori covariance k P  , this value is obtained from the definition in (3), (which requires the knowledge of the system variable x k ). By simple manipulations, the following results:
Again the value of the a posteriori covariance, P k , is needed, this is obtained also from its definition in (4):
With the equations (5) 
1) Compute the Kalman Gain
2) Update estimate with measurement 3) Update the error covariance 
MEASUREMENT UPDATE (CORRECT)
Initial estimates:
Fig. 3. Extended Kalman filter algorithm (Welch 2007).
 Measurements update (or Corrector): It uses the current measurement to refine the result given by the previous stage to obtaining an improved a posteriori estimate.
The algorithm is shown in the figure 2. Now, the procedure to derive the EKF is also summarized. When dealing with non-linear processes instead of (2) the process model is expressed by:
with w k and v k unknown. The state and the measurements can be approximated by:
being the a posteriori state estimate from a previous time step k-1. In order to use the filter equations already developed for the linear KF, the model (8) is linearized around the operating point, such that:
with
x, being the estimates from (9). The system matrices of (10) are calculated every time k by:
The EKF gain is calculated in a similar way as the KF (a complete development is shown in Simon 2006 and Bozic 1994) , and also it can be written in algorithm form as shown in the figure 3.
APPLYING THE KF TO THE LEGO NTX

Introduction
In the last years, for high school and university courses, robotics is becoming successful due to a combination of factors (Weinberg and Yu, 2003) . The students are very motivated with robotics because they can physically experiment its work.
Despite that usually the educational material for process control is very expensive, it is possible to buy different economical robot platforms (ActivMedia's Pionner robot, MIT's HandyBoard and Cricket controller cards, The LEGO Group's LEGO Mindstorms, etc.). These platforms usually consist of controllers, electronic sensors, low cost mechanical systems and/or small robots. These ones don't allow as much precision as an industrial robot but they are enough for the educational processes. Moreover, these platforms are very interesting for promoting the team work due to its multidisciplinary nature. So, each member of the team can be in charge of the development of a specific part of the work, as the physical development of the robot, programming its different subsystems, developing the strategies and response planning, etc.
In this work, the LEGO Mindstorms NXT platform will be used. It is the evolution of the first version developed in 1998 in collaboration with LEGO and the MIT (Resnick et al., 1996) , (Papert, 2000) . The LEGO platform is popular in docent and research works. As well as the extension for the hardware and software of this system in different ways (Baum, 2000) , , different works based on this platform have been published in special editions of journals such as IEEE Robotics and Automation Magazine (Weinberg and Yu, 2003) , (Klassner and Anderson, 2003) , (Greenwald and Kopena, 2003) The last most significant LEGO components are the actuators. In this case, they consist on dc motors that incorporate encoders sensors integrated. These sensors have a 1-degree resolution, which improves the previous version encoders' resolution. A more detailed description about LEGO Mindstorms NXT motors can be found in http://www.philohome.com/motors/motorcomp.htm).
For this work a mobile robot with differential wheels configuration has been developed using the basic set of the LEGO NXT, 2 accelerometers and one gyroscope according to the experiment. Its Kinematic model represents the evolution of the robot's velocities in a fixed inertial frame. The robot's position is defined by the position of P 0 = (x,y) and the heading angle θ in the global reference frame (see figure 4) . 
where T s is the sampling time (50ms in all the experiments). The kinematic relation between v and ω and the linear velocities in the wheels v L and v R is:
where
are the change in the encoders values of the wheels left and right. Using these models 3 experiments are proposed. For the LEGO encoder sensors there is a lot of noise in the values of the wheels velocity measurements. As the velocity values of left and right wheel are needed to be known to estimate the robot position in the global plane using the odometry equation (13), the error in the velocity measurements (14) will affect the position estimation; this will cause an unwanted behaviour when controlling the robot's position and movement. To avoid this problem, the Kalman filter will be used to estimate the wheel velocity using the information of the encoder measurements and a linear model of the wheels velocity as the first experiment. Using two accelerometers and the encoders, the KF will be used to make an estimation of the velocities of change in the position and orientation of the robot (v and ω) as the second experiment. Finally the third experiment will be implemented using the extended Kalman filter (EKF) with the nonlinear kinematic model (13), two accelerometers and a gyroscope to improve the position estimation (this filter also allow fusing other global sensor information, for example a camera or a GPS to improve the estimation of the real position of the robot). The performance of these experiments in estimating the global position and heading of the robot is compared with the measurements of a zenithal camera for a square trajectory.
Kalman Filter to improve encoder measurements
In this case the Kalman filter will be applied to each wheel encoder (position, θ L,R ) to obtain a good estimation of each of the wheels velocities (ω L,R ). These velocities will be used to estimate the global position an orientation of the robot using the odometry equation (14). Using ( ) ( ) t t    , consider for each wheel the next state definition:
The linear model of the wheel velocity will be:
Discretizing (16) the following equation is obtained:
Considering that only the encoder measurements of the wheel are accessible, next equation is obtained:
The encoder measurements have to be pre-processed to be used in the estimation; this is done by measuring the wheels diameter in an accurate way. An experimental procedure to do this is proposed by (Michel and Rohrer, 2009) and it is used to pre-process the encoders before using the KF.
To implement the Kalman filter algorithm the process Q and measurements R covariance matrix are needed. The matrix Q defines the accuracy of the model to describe the real process, the diagonal terms are the variance of each state and the off diagonal terms are the covariance between states. A diagonal matrix is chosen (no correlation between states) as an initial guess and its terms are modified as needed to improve the estimation. A higher diagonal value indicates that the model is less taken into account to do the estimation of the corresponding state.
The matrix R is obtained by measuring the sensor covariance. This is obtained from an initial test with the robot, i.e. when the robot moves a short distance and stops, measuring the encoder values for some time after it stops. These values are used to calculate de covariance of the encoder when it measures the same position for a several time. A similar test can be used to obtain the covariance of any sensors as needed by recording their values when the robot moves in a straight line (measuring the same sensor value for a several time). The covariance of the sensors can also be manually adjusted to improve the estimation of the state. Lower values indicate that the sensor has a high resolution and the filter will base the estimation mostly in this measurement (the model is less taken into account). A big value makes the filter trust more the model or other sensors (with lower values) than the measurement of the sensor with the big covariance value.
Finally the filter needs the initial state estimation ini k x , 1  and the initial error covariance P k-1,ini . The initial state is normally known because the initial encoder values and the wheel velocity are cero in most cases (robot starts moving from repose). The initial error covariance is defined as a diagonal matrix with its terms greater than cero. These terms indicates the accuracy of the initial state and should be carefully chosen to make the filter converge. For the LEGO robot the values are low since the initial position and velocity of the wheels are known.
These initial assumptions should be carefully done to make the filter converge. The values used in the filter are: ; 10 0 10 0
where I is de identity matrix. Using (15) to (19) in the Kalman filter equations (figure 2) the wheels velocity estimation is done by implementing the algorithm in the onboard microcontroller of the LEGO NTX. This is shown in figure 5 as an example for the right and left wheel. 
Kalman Filter to improve linear and angular velocities
In this case the Kalman filter will be applied to estimate the linear and angular velocity of the robot (v, ω) using the equation (14) as measurements. These velocities will be used in some of the trajectory control algorithms and in (13) 
Using the linear and angular accelerations (a, α) obtained by differentiating (14) and using two Hitechnic accelerometers to measure the wheels linear accelerations, is defined the model that predicts the velocities in (21). The accelerometer data is pre-processed to remove its bias and change its units to S.I.
Using (21) with (14) (v, ω from the encoders) allows the estimation of v and ω using two different types of sensors the encoders for the measurement equation (22) and accelerometers as inputs for the model (21). 
Using (20) to (23) 
Extended Kalman Filter to improve robot's position and orientation
In this case, the Extended Kalman filter will be applied to improve the estimation of the position and heading of the robot in the global reference frame. The estimation model is obtained using (13) and adding (21) to use as inputs the accelerations as the previous case. The model is:
Using (24) and (25) 
Using (24) to (26) in the Extended Kalman filter equations (figure 3) the robot position estimation can be improved by implementing the algorithm in the on-board microcontroller of the LEGO NTX. This is shown in figure 7 also with the results from the previous cases and the raw encoder data. 
CONCLUSIONS
The suitability of LEGO Mindstorms robots as a platform for designing and implementing Kalman filters have been showed through different activities where the measurements (encoders, position, orientation) have been improved using them.
Different kinds of Kalman filters have been proposed (KF and EKF) and for different measurements obtaining different performance results. The results from the experiments were compared with the real position obtained with a zenithal camera. From figure 7 is shown that any of the filters implemented improves the estimation of the position compared to the raw encoder data. According the filters use more information available from the different sensors they improves more the position estimation. A more advanced activity could be to include the robot position given by the camera into the EKM for improving the estimation so it would be more close to the real position.
If only few LEGO robots are available for the students, the sensors data can be exported from the robot to a text file and then be processed offline in a computer with Matlab or similar software. The camera data can be also provided and processed to give the real trajectory of the robot and used to compare the performance of the implemented filters. In this case the implementation task is simpler than the online case because the matrix operations needed by the filter are done in a single line as described in algorithms form figures 2 and 3. In the online case the matrix operations are done element by element and could be harder to implement by the students.
Further filter implementations can be used as needed to instruct the students in other subjects like highly nonlinear systems using the "unscented" Kalman Filter or sensor data fusing using the extended an unscented Kalman filter along with measurements from different kind of sensors like a digital compass, accelerometers, 3D gyroscope and a zenithal camera all in one filter implementation.
A web-based repository with the Kalman filters implementations, videos and photographs can be found in: http://wks.gii.upv.es/sidireli/node/8
